Preliminary Schedule Outline

Monday

Opening
Reiner Hähnle: *Introduction to Software Contracts*
Rosemary Monahan: *Contracts in Static Verification*
Introduction round, positioning on the map

Brainstorming session, topics for breakout groups
4 short talks
Breakout groups (with result: written summary)

Tuesday

Martin Leucker: *Contracts in Dynamic Verification*
6 short talks

Mattias Ulbrich: *On the state of JML*
4 short talks
Breakout groups

Wednesday

Paula Herber: *Contracts in Model Checking*
Reporting from breakout groups

Excursion

Thursday

Gidon Ernst: *Contracts and Loops*
Industrial talks

Philipp Rümmer: *Contract Synthesis*
4 short talks
Breakout groups

Friday

Reporting from breakout groups
6 short talks
Closing